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First Place with "Gold" at the Visual Studio Reader's Choice Awards for
Report Generator List & Label
Constance, Germany, 12/15/2016 – Readers of the renowned Visual Studio Magazine have
voted: List and Label took first place in the "Reporting, Analysis and Visualization" category
at this year's Reader's Choice Awards. In the 23rd edition of the annual reader survey, the
developer component prevailed yet again despite strong competition. Each year, tens of
thousands of readers are invited to vote for their favorites in 38 categories. Michael Domingo,
Editor in Chief of Visual Studio Magazine, is impressed: "To rise to the top of a tough,
competitive category, combit did the nearly impossible. It thoroughly deserves this win for its
popular List & Label."
"We always develop our report generator from the viewpoint of the users. The great success
in this year's reader survey makes us proud and encourages us to continue to do everything
possible to ensure that List & Label remains the best report generator," commented Jochen
Bartlau, the happy Managing Director and Head of Development List & Label. "This is a huge
success for our team. I'd like to congratulate our developers, without whose commitment List
& Label would not be where it is today."
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List & Label Product Description:
Thousands of development teams and millions of end users worldwide trust in the award
winning List & Label report generator. With List & Label software developers extend their
applications with powerful reporting functions and have access to every kind of data
processing and data exchange, in classic applications as well as in web reporting or in the
cloud. List & Label is available in three editions. Prices for the Standard Edition starting at
EUR 650 / US$ 730. The subscription editions are available from EUR 1200 / US$ 1350,
each excluding VAT (Exchange rate as of 12/15/2016).
www.combit.net/en/reporting-tool/report-generator-list-label-highlights/
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